Biology
Cells and Life Processes
Inheritance and Evolution
Food, Blood and Bones
Reproduction, Breathing and Health
Adaptation and Survival
Green Plants

Integrated Humanities
Healthy Seas
Energy
Conserving Fresh Water
Food For Life
Waste, Recycling and Reuse
Sustainable Homes

Psychology
Follow Your Heart

Science (Junior)
Horrible Science : Blood, Bones and Body Bits
Horrible Science : The Body Owner's Handbook
Horrible Science : Chemical Chaos
Horrible Science : Vicious Veg

Fiction
The curious incident of the dog in the night-time
The Chamber
The Partner
The Testament
The Client
The Street Lawyer
The Saga of Darren Shan - Cirque Du Freak
The Vampire's Assistant
Tunnels of Blood
Vampire Mountain
Trials of Death
The Vampire Prince
Hunters of the Dusk
Allies of the Night
Killers of the Dawn
The Lake of Souls
Lord of the Shadows
Sons of Destiny
Vampire Blood Trilogy
Vampire Rites Trilogy
The Demonata - Lord Loss
Demon Thief
Digital Fortress
Angels and Demons
Deception Point
The Da Vinci Code

Sciences & Humanities
Collapse : How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed
Why Men Lie and Women Cry
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